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Phonons and excitons in ZrSe2–ZrS2 alloys†
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Zirconium disulfide (ZrS2) and zirconium diselenide (ZrSe2) are promising materials for future

optoelectronics due to indirect band gaps in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral regions. Alloying

these materials to produce ZrSxSe2�x (x = 0. . .2) would provide continuous control over key optical and

electronic parameters required for device engineering. Here, we present a comprehensive analysis

of the phonons and excitons in ZrSxSe2�x using low-temperature Raman spectroscopy and room-

temperature spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements. We extract the Raman-active vibrational

mode frequencies and find that they compare favorably with density functional theory (DFT)

calculations. Our simulations and polarization-resolved measurements demonstrate that substitutional

doping renders infrared (IR) modes to be Raman-active. This leads to a Raman spectrum dominated by

nominally IR phonons, a phenomenon that originates from the large ionicity of the ZrSxSe2�x bonds. SE

measurements of the complex refractive index quantify the blue-shift of direct, allowed exciton

transitions with increasing S content, and we find strong light–matter interactions with low optical loss

in the NIR. Correlating these data with DFT allows for an estimation of the G-point exciton binding

energy at room temperature. This study illustrates the large effects of alloying on ZrSxSe2�x and lays the

foundation for future applications of this material.

1 Introduction

The sizable band gaps of monolayer semiconducting transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) offer a functional platform for
the development of atomically-thin electronics.1,2 Zirconium
disulfide (ZrS2), for example, has been investigated for opto-
electronic applications3–5 as its 1.7–1.8 eV indirect band gap
in the bulk matches well with the upper-edge of the visible
spectrum.5,6 Additionally, recent theoretical predictions have
demonstrated that application of compressive and tensile
strain to ZrS2 provides the opportunity to modify its band gap
from 0–2.47 eV, while 48% uniaxial strain is expected to
induce an indirect-to-direct band gap transition.7–10 Such

properties make ZrS2 an attractive material for use as the active
element in advanced photodetectors and photovoltaics.

The properties of ZrS2 may be further enhanced for opto-
electronic applications through alloy engineering. This process
has been shown to provide a means for the continuous control
of band gaps, work functions, lattice constants, and crystal
structures.11,12 For example, recent studies have demonstrated
broadband photodetection for visible light in ZrS2-based photo-
detectors, but their responsivity was found to decrease for
infrared (IR) wavelengths.5,13 The photoresponsivity of ZrS2

can be extended into the IR by alloying with the TMD zirconium
diselenide (ZrSe2),6 a semiconductor with an indirect band gap
of 1.07 eV,14 to produce ZrSxSe2�x (x = 0. . .2). Additionally, due
to the difference in the Zr–S and Zr–Se bond lengths of ZrS2 and
ZrSe2 that were previously calculated to be 2.57 Å and 2.71 Å,15

respectively, ZrSxSe2�x alloys should host an intrinsic lattice
strain16 that may yield a more modifiable band gap. While
these characteristics make the ZrSxSe2�x alloy system of interest
for high-performance optoelectronic applications, previous inves-
tigations are limited and primarily focus on growth,17–19 theore-
tical calculations of electronic and thermoelectric properties,20–22

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements,23,24

and absorption measurements.6,25 There are, however, no existing
studies of the alloy-dependence of basic material properties such
as the phonon mode energies and exciton states.
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Here, we investigate the effects of alloying on the phonons
and excitons in the ZrSxSe2�xSe2�x system using low-
temperature Raman spectroscopy and room-temperature spec-
troscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements. Our interpretation
of this data is guided by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations of phonon band structures and alloy-dependent
mixing energies, lattice constants, and band gaps. Vibrational
mode symmetries are assigned to phonons observed in the
endpoint compounds ZrSe2 and ZrS2 using polarization-
resolved Raman measurements and DFT-calculated phonon
dispersion curves. We track the evolution in the primary
Raman-active modes with alloying and find that they exhibit
two-mode behavior, and we observe the activation of many
new phonons present only in the alloys. While some of these
features are activated due to either broken translational symmetry
or different configurations of chalcogen atoms that introduce new
vibrations, comparison with our recently developed method for
simulating Raman spectra in alloys26 reveals that many of these
features originate from forbidden IR phonons. This is attributed
to the high ionicity in the intralayer chemical bonds. SE measure-
ments of the complex refractive index identify the first three
direct, allowed optical transitions and quantify their blue-shift
with increasing S content. By comparing these data to electronic
structure calculations, we estimate that the G-point exciton
binding energy is in the range of 200 meV for ZrS2 and ZrSe2.
For near-infrared (NIR) light below the direct band gap, ZrSxSe2�x

materials feature strong light–matter interaction (n \ 2) and
rather low optical loss (k t 0.5) that decrease with increasing S
content, which may be particularly useful for making atomically-
thin NIR photonic devices. This study offers a roadmap for the
application of ZrSxSe2�x alloys in high-performance photonics
technologies.27

2 Experimental and
theoretical methods
2.1 Material growth

Synthesis of layered ZrSxSe2�x alloy flakes is achieved using the
chemical vapor transport (CVT) method. Source materials are
loaded into a quartz ampoule with an inner diameter of 10 mm
and a 2 mm wall thickness, which is also loaded with I2 as the
CVT transport agent at a concentration of 5 mg cm�3. The
ampoules are then evacuated with a turbo pump to a pressure
of approximately 10�5 Torr and sealed with an oxy-hydrogen
torch to a total length of 180 mm.

Two Zr source options are employed independently as side-
by-side comparisons of metal sources on crystal growth
dynamics, which we elaborate upon in detail below. The two
sources include a fine grain �325 mesh powder (Sigma-Aldrich,
Product #756385-5G 99.5% metals basis, excluding Hf) and the
other is a bulk 3–6 mm Zr lump source (Alfa Aesar, Product
#36253 99.8% metals basis, excluding Hf) combined with
chalcogen sources comprising Se powder (Alfa Aesar, Product
#036208, �200 mesh 99.999% metals basis) and S pieces
(Alfa Aesar, Product #10755, Puratronic 99.999% metals basis).

One will note the presence of Hf contained within the two Zr
sources as a natural impurity that cannot be refined beyond the
purification process absent of extensive effort and monetary
expense. The Hf content in the lot of Zr powder utilized in the
growths is provided as 1.8 molar %. Likewise, the Zr lump
source Hf content is provided as 1.4 molar %. Therefore, one
may expect the presence of Hf at a considerable level beyond
a moderate or high-doping concentration as an impurity
constituent in the ZrSxSe2�x flakes grown.

A four-zone tube furnace is used for growth by heating two
zones to maintain a hot-zone temperature of 900 1C and the
other two zones to achieve a reaction zone temperature of
800 1C. A ceramic center baffle is fitted to provide a sharp
temperature gradient. Prior to heating to the CVT gradient
temperatures, an intermediate temperature dwell at 450 1C is
held for 24 hours in order to initiate an equilibrium of S vapor
sublimation and allow for metal–chalcogen pre-reactions and
source compounding to occur. The temperature gradient of
900/800 1C is used for all growths and is found to optimize the
transport product density and enhance the size of the flakes
produced.

Regarding growth dynamics (to be discussed in more detail
in a forthcoming publication), we find that Zr lump sources
loaded into the growth ampoule yield the desired ZrSxSe2�x

dichalcogenide phase, whereas Zr powder sources yield the
ZrSxSe3�x trichalcogenide phase with consistent repeatability.
It has been suggested that the morphology of Zr source parti-
cles and native oxide shells can influence the Zr sublimation
and vapor transport rate which consequently impacts the
vapor-phase stoichiometry at the reaction zone of the growth
ampoule. As a result, a chalcogen-rich vapor phase is suspected
to produce the Zr-trichalcogenide structure due to limited Zr
sublimation from utilizing fine grain Zr source particles with a
much higher surface to volume ratio relative to the larger Zr
lump pieces. For the ZrSxSe2�x dichalcogenide crystals used in
this study, the resultant flake compositions match reasonably
well with the nominal source stoichiometries (targeted com-
positions x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0) by achieving
approximate compositional values of x = 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 1.05,
1.14, 1.51, 1.8 and 2.0.

2.2 Computational details

All calculations are carried out using Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).28,29 The atomic structures are optimized using
revB86b functional,30 which has been shown to reproduce the
experimental lattice parameters and also provide reasonable
interlayer binding energies.31 Here, we use 400 eV plane wave
cut-off and 12 � 12 � 4 mesh for sampling the Brillouin zone of
the primitive cell. The lattice constants, direct and indirect band
gaps, and dielectric constants are collected in Tables 1–3.

Electronic structures are calculated on top of the revB86b-
optimized structure using PBE,32 HSE06,33,34 G0W0, and GW0
levels of theory, in addition to revB86b results. Following an
approach similar to that described by Klimes et al.,35 our final
QP energies are obtained by combining a calculation at a more
accurate k-point mesh with a medium basis-set size and a
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correction based on a set of calculations at a coarser k-point
mesh with few different basis-set sizes, from which we extra-
polate to the limit of an infinitely large basis set. In the
latter, we use 6 � 6 � 4 k-point mesh and plane wave basis
cut-offs of 282.4, 353.5, 448.3 eV. The first is the recommended
value for the set of PAWs used here (_GW variants), and the
other after scaling by a factor of 1.25 and 1.587.35 Concurrently,
we also scale the number of states in the calculations and the
cut-off for describing the response functions. Throughout,
we use 50% of the total number of states that can be described
using a selected plane wave cut-off. The cut-off for the response
functions is half of the wave function cut-off. Extrapolation
is carried out assuming that QP energies converge as
(1/Ecut)

3/2. The corrections are less than 50 meV. The finer
mesh calculation is carried out using 12 � 12 � 6 k-point mesh
and the other parameters set similar to the 353.5 eV cut-off
calculation.

revB86b and PBE appear to yield very similar results for the
electronic structure, but the band gaps are dramatically under-
estimated. HSE06 improves on the band gaps, but they are still
underestimated. In the case of ZrS2, G0W0 (indirect gap) of
1.79 eV is fairly close to the experimental gap of 1.7 eV, whereas
GW0 seems to yield too large of a band gap. On the other hand,
in the case of ZrSe2, the GW0 gap of 1.20 eV matches the
experimental gap of 1.2 eV. Without diving more deeply into the
possible origins of the discrepancy, since previous investiga-
tions for larger material sets have concluded GW0 to yield
slightly better agreement with experimental gaps than G0W0,
we use those values to realign the calculated band gaps.

The dielectric constants are calculated within the density
functional perturbation theory approach. revB86b and PBE
functionals yield again very similar results, and also the GW
results for the electronic contribution are similar. We find
extremely large ionic contribution to the dielectric constants,
which leads to large e0/eN ratio and thereby to large longitudinal
optical (LO)–transverse optical (TO) phonon splitting.

The mixing energies of alloys are studied using cluster
expansion fitted to a set of DFT energies, as automated in the
Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) package.36–38 Since
the cluster expansion study indicates very low mixing energies
(well below kBT at room temperature), the S and Se atoms in
the alloy should be randomly mixed. The lattice constants
and band gaps of the alloys are evaluated using special quasi-
random structure (SQS) within 4 � 4 � 2 supercells.

The simulated Raman spectra are evaluated using the
RGDOS approach recently introduced in ref. 26. The force
constant matrix and phonon dispersion curves for the pristine
systems are built with Phonopy39 using 8 � 8 � 3 supercell. The
vibrational modes of the alloy supercells are evaluated by mass
approximation, i.e., we use the force constants of ZrS2 and only
account for the mass difference between S and Se atoms. We
use 8 � 8 � 3 supercells with randomly substituted S and Se
atoms, and average over 10 instances of random substitution.
The Raman tensors are calculated from the change of dielectric
constant with the displacement along the vibrational eigen-
modes. Due to the large long-range Coulomb interactions in
this material (to be discussed in detail later), we have also
included the non-analytic corrections to the dynamical matrix
in the case of alloys. Since force constants are fixed to that of
ZrS2, we also use for all atoms the Born effective charges from
pristine ZrS2.

2.3 Optical studies

For Raman studies, ZrSxSe2�x crystals are mechanically exfoliated
and bulk flakes are deposited onto SiO2/Si substrates with a 90 nm
oxide thickness. Raman measurements are performed on a home-
built confocal microscope in a backscattering geometry that is
integrated with a single closed-cycle cryostation. The excitation
source for the Raman measurements is a 532 nm laser focused
through a 0.42 NA long working distance objective with
50� magnification. The spot size is E2.4 mm in diameter and
the laser power density is fixed at 442 mW mm�2. Collected light is
directed to a 500 mm focal length spectrometer with a liquid
nitrogen-cooled CCD. The spectrometer and camera are calibrated
using a Hg–Ar atomic line source. For spectral analysis, the
Raman peaks are fit with Lorentzian profiles.

Polarization-resolved Raman measurements are carried out
by inserting a half-wave plate into the experimental setup to
control the excitation polarization. A linear polarizer is used to
selectively collect backscattered light that is either co-polarized
or cross-polarized with the excitation source. The polarized
Raman data is normalized by exposure time and a polarization
bias of the optics is accounted for.

We perform SE measurements using an M-2000 instrument
from J. A. Woollam. The instrument uses a rotating compensator

Table 1 Bulk lattice constants a and c as calculated with the revB86b
functional and compared to experimental values

Expt. a (Å) Calc. a (Å) Expt. c (Å) Calc. c (Å)

ZrS2 3.63–3.66 3.660 5.81–5.85 5.829
ZrSe2 3.77–3.80 3.768 6.14–6.19 6.155

Table 2 Minimum indirect and direct band gaps calculated using
revB86b, PBE, HSE06, G0W0, and GW0 on top of the revB86b optimized
structure

revB86b (eV) PBE (eV) HSE06 (eV) G0W0 (eV) GW0 (eV)

ZrS2 Indirect 0.78 0.80 1.61 1.79 1.98
Direct 1.46 1.49 2.39 2.59 2.81

ZrSe2 Indirect 0.18 0.19 0.86 1.02 1.20
Direct 1.01 1.04 1.81 1.97 2.16

Table 3 Electronic part of the dielectric constant calculated using
revB86b, PBE, and GW0, and the ionic part calculated using PBE, all on
top of the revB86b optimized structure. The two values correspond to the
component parallel and perpendicular to the sheet

Electronic part Ionic part

revB86b PBE GW0 PBE

ZrS2 11.71/6.04 11.52/5.87 10.86/5.48 40.45/0.74
ZrSe2 17.78/8.88 17.47/8.42 15.83/7.72 64.50/0.80
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configuration as shown in the ESI,† Fig. S1, and consists of the
following elements in consecutive order: broadband white light
source, polarizer, rotating compensator, micro-spot objective
projecting the light onto the sample, analyzer, and detector
(CCD-based multi-channel for visible light). The focusing optics
have a spot size of E300 mm at 701 angle of incidence.

For the SE studies, the bulk crystals are stored in ambient
conditions and can be expected to have native oxide surfaces.
We use tape (Scotch 810 Magic from 3M) to gently remove the
topmost layers of material and expose fresh surfaces before
SE measurements. The measurements are performed within
10 minutes of this surface preparation, during which time we
expect the growth of a native oxide layer of thickness E0.5 nm
(to be published later), which we incorporate in our SE data
analysis.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Material growth, structural characterization, and density
functional theory

ZrSxSe2�x alloys are grown using the CVT method with I2 as the
transport agent. Resultant bulk flakes had lateral sizes in excess
of 10 mm for all compositions, as shown for select samples in
the optical images of Fig. 1a. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectro-
scopy (EDS) mapping was used to determine the alloy composi-
tion x values, and we also found a homogeneous chalcogen
mixing (Fig. 1b). Trace amounts of Hf impurities were also
detected in the EDS measurements at levels of E0.2–0.6 molar %.
This level of source contamination is low enough to not
significantly affect the results of our study. Further details
regarding Hf impurities and the growth process can be found
in the Experimental and theoretical methods section. The pure
components of the ZrSxSe2�x alloy system, ZrS2 (x = 2) and ZrSe2

(x = 0), crystallize in the 1T structure (D3d point group, space
group P%3m1, #164) at ambient temperature and pressure
(Fig. 1c). Therefore, the ZrSxSe2�x system is isostructural and
is expected to form a full solid solution in the 1T phase as
previously reported.19 Our EDS results support this expectation,
and our X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectra cannot be
modeled as linear superpositions of the parent compounds
which is strong evidence against nanoscale binary phase
separation. See the ESI,† Fig. S2, for XRD results of select alloys.

DFT calculations shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate the effects of
alloying on the mixing energies, lattice constants, and band
gaps of ZrSxSe2�x. The mixing energies presented in Fig. 2a are
calculated using cluster expansion (CE) fitted to a set of DFT
energies. Since the CE results indicate very low mixing energies
(well below kBT at room temperature), the S and Se atoms in the
alloy should be randomly mixed. An interesting observation is
that the convex hull shows that there is, in principle, a stable
ZrSSe phase (x = 1) with Janus distribution.40,41 However, the
energy gain is so small that this is unlikely to show up in our
samples. In Fig. 2b we display the effects of alloying on the
a and c lattice constants. Here, the points in the plot are from
all of the different structures used to train CE and the line is

from the special quasi-random structure (SQS) that is con-
structed to mimic random alloys. Lattice constant a is found
to behave linearly, evolving from 3.76 Å in ZrSe2 to 3.65 Å in
ZrS2, while lattice constant c has a small upward bowing and
which evolves from 6.12 Å in ZrSe2 to 5.80 Å in ZrS2. Lastly,
Fig. 2c shows the calculated indirect band gaps of the ZrSxSe2�x

alloys. After applying the GW correction to the SQS, the
calculated band gaps showed small bowing and are in good
agreement with those determined experimentally in ref. 6.

3.2 Phonons

Raman measurements of bulk ZrSxSe2�x flakes taken at 5 K
(Fig. 3a) are used to explore the effects of alloying on the
phonon modes. These low-temperature measurements minimize
thermal broadening and allow for a more direct comparison with
our theoretical calculations at 0 K. For a comparison of Raman
spectra for the ZrSxSe2�x alloys taken at both 300 K and 5 K, see
the ESI,† Fig. S3. We track the evolution in the 5 K Raman modes
with alloying in Fig. 3b by fitting the spectra with multiple
Lorentzians to extract peak frequencies. See the ESI,† Fig. S4,
for examples of Lorentzian fits to select alloys.

We first examine the spectra of the endpoint compounds
ZrS2 and ZrSe2 that are shown in blue in Fig. 3a. Our interpretation

Fig. 1 (a) Optical images of select bulk ZrSxSe2�x crystals obtained
through the chemical vapor transport (CVT) process. Lateral sizes extend
in excess of 10 mm for all compositions. The scale bar is 2 mm. (b) Energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping indicating atomic % quanti-
fications for a ZrSSe (x = 1) flake and showing homogeneous chalcogen
mixing distribution along with Hf presence as a source impurity constituent.
The scale bar is 100 mm. (c) Side and top view of the 1T crystal structure of
ZrX2 (X = Se or S). The black lines indicate the unit cell.
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of this data is guided by DFT modeling of the phonon dispersion
curves for ZrS2 and ZrSe2 in Fig. 3c and d, respectively. Since both
compounds crystallize in the 1T phase, they share the same
irreducible representation of optical phonons at the center of the
Brillouin zone (G point), given by

Gbulk = A1g + Eg + 2A2u + 2Eu. (1)

The modes with A1g and Eg symmetry are Raman-active and
correspond to vibrations of the chalcogen atoms that occur
either out-of-plane or in-plane, respectively, while the transition
metal atoms remain stationary. Meanwhile, the A2u and Eu

modes are IR-active and correspond to vibrations of the chalcogen
and transition metal atoms either out-of-plane or in-plane,
respectively. There are a total of 9 phonons since the Eg and Eu

symmetry modes are doubly degenerate at the G point.
Polarization-resolved Raman measurements (ESI,† Fig. S5)

assist DFT phonon modeling in distinguishing between the
Raman-active A1g and Eg symmetry modes. For these measure-
ments, the sample is excited with linearly-polarized light, and
the detected, back-scattered light is either co-polarized (8)
or cross-polarized (>) with the excitation light. Due to the
differing Raman tensors for the A1g and Eg modes, A1g modes
should only be present in the 8 configuration whereas Eg modes
should be present in both the 8 and > configurations. We note
that there is some signature of the A1g modes in the >
configuration due to imperfection of the polarizing optics.

We observe 8 peaks in the Raman measurements of ZrS2

(x = 2) at 5 K that are labeled with letters a–h in the left and
right panels of Fig. 3a. The frequencies and symmetry assign-
ments of these features are listed in Table 4. Peak a is measured
at 254 cm�1 and is assigned to the Raman-active Eg mode
that we calculate at 248 cm�1, which agrees with previous

theoretical42 and experimental results.43 This assignment is
also supported by our polarization-resolved Raman measure-
ments in the ESI,† Fig. S4, that detect the 254 cm�1 feature
in both the 8 and > configurations. The dominant feature
centered at E325 cm�1 is shown in our polarized Raman
measurements to be present in the 8 configuration, but it is
significantly decreased in intensity in the > configuration,
which suggests that it has A1g symmetry. We discuss this
feature in detail below.

The dominant feature that we measure in ZrS2 at E325 cm�1

exhibits broad asymmetry. We can model this feature using three
Lorentzians centered at 320 cm�1 (peak b), 325 cm�1 (peak c), and
331 cm�1 (peak d), as shown in the ESI,† Fig. S6. Prior studies
have attributed the asymmetric lineshape of this feature to
anharmonic effects such as the decay of an A1g optical phonon
into low-energy acoustic phonons.45 Earlier studies, however,
suggested its broadness and asymmetry is the result of diploar
interactions that mix the Raman-active A1g phonon with nearly
degenerate IR-active phonons.43,44 The dipolar interactions
result from Zr belonging to group IVB, which causes the
intralayer chemical bonds to have a more ionic character,43,46

as evidenced by our theoretical calculations that show an
extremely large ionic contribution to the dielectric constants
given by a high e0/eN ratio (see Experimental and theoretical
methods section). This is in contrast to the more commonly
studied group VIB TMDs (i.e., containing Mo and W) that have
predominantly covalent intralayer chemical bonds. The highly
ionic nature of ZrS2 gives rise to long-range Coulomb inter-
actions that have a significant effect on lattice dynamics.43 Not
only do the long-range forces result in the A1g and Eg modes
having a larger frequency difference than expected, but they
also lead to a considerable LO–TO splitting and anisotropy
of the IR phonons.43 As shown in Fig. 3c, incorporation of

Fig. 2 (a) Mixing energies of ZrSxSe2�x as a function of alloy composition x. Filled blue circles denote energies predicted using cluster expansion (CE) of
all symmetrically inequivalent structures with less than 18 atoms in the unit cell. Energies of the structures that were used to fit CE are highlighted with red
circles and the corresponding DFT-calculated values are shown with yellow crosses. All energies are well below kBT at room temperature indicating that
the S and Se distributions are completely random. (b) The alloy dependence of the a and c lattice parameters (top and bottom panels, respectively). The
points are from all the different structures used to train CE and the line is from the special quasi-random structure (SQS). (c) Calculated indirect band gaps
of the ZrSxSe2�x alloys. Application of the GW correction to SQS more accurately predicts the band gap values from the literature.6
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long-range Coulomb interactions into our phonon dispersion
calculations yields a large LO–TO splitting of the Eu phonons
for in-plane wavevector q, which is along the G–M–K–G direction.
The Eu(TO) mode is at 152 cm�1 and the Eu(LO) mode is at
322 cm�1, which gives an LO–TO splitting of 170 cm�1 that agrees
with previous results in the literature.42,47 For out-of-plane q,
which is along the G–A direction, the degenerate Eu(LO/TO) mode
is at 152 cm�1. Long range Coulomb interactions are anisotropic
due to differences between in-plane versus out-of-plane screening,
which leads to a discontinuity in the A2u mode dispersion at the G
point. The A2u(TO) mode approaches 320 cm�1 as q goes from
M - G, while the A2u(LO) mode reaches a value of 340 cm�1 for

q from A - G. These results demonstrate that the A1g mode,
which is at 316 cm�1 at the G point, is accompanied by A2u and Eu

modes at slightly higher frequencies, as pointed out by arrows in
the ZrS2 phonon band structure of Fig. 3c. We suggest that these
findings support previous assignments of the large and broad
ZrS2 Raman feature to hybridization of the Raman-active A1g

phonon with nearly degenerate IR phonons that is driven by
dipolar interactions.43,44 Peak b is assigned to the A1g mode and
peak c is assigned to the A2u(TO) mode, as has been done
in ref. 43 where the authors have also accounted for long-
range Coulomb terms in their phonon calculations. Peak d is
assigned to the Eu(LO) mode, which agrees with both our ZrS2

Fig. 3 (a) Unpolarized Raman spectra of bulk ZrSxSe2�x alloys (x = 0. . .2) taken at 5 K with 532 nm excitation. Portions of the spectra have been scaled for
clarity (red curves). The vibrational modes of the endpoint compounds ZrSe2 and ZrS2 are identified with numbers and letters, respectively, and their
experimental frequencies and symmetry assignments are listed in Table 4. (b) Evolution in the Raman mode frequencies with alloying. The peak
frequencies are extracted from Lorentzian fits to the data displayed in panel (a). Calculated phonon dispersion curves for (c) ZrS2 and (d) ZrSe2. Error bars
in panel (b) are equal to one standard deviation.
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phonon dispersion curves as well as previous calculations43 and
experiment.44

The remaining features in ZrS2, labeled peaks e–h in Fig. 3a,
are attributed to IR and overtone modes. Peak e is very weak
and is measured at 356 cm�1 (see the ESI,† Fig. S6, for a clearer
view). As discussed previously, we find that incorporation
of long-range Coulomb interactions in our ZrS2 phonon
dispersion calculations yields anisotropy of IR modes. Close
inspection of Fig. 3c shows that the phonon band structure is
spectrally clean in this frequency range for in-plane q. However,
we calculate an IR-active A2u(LO) mode for out-of-plane q (G–A
direction), and so we assign peak e to this feature. Lastly, peaks
f, g, and h are measured at 627 cm�1, 670 cm�1, and 699 cm�1,
respectively (top blue curve in the right panel of Fig. 3a). These
features have been previously explored in resonant Raman
studies and are assigned to IR combination modes.43,44 Possible
assignments of these features are listed in Table 4.

Next, we examine the 5 K Raman data for ZrSe2 (x = 0), which
reveals 4 peaks that are labeled with numbers in Fig. 3a. The
experimentally determined frequencies and symmetry assign-
ments for these features are listed in Table 4. Peak 1 and peak
2 are measured at 149 cm�1 and 196 cm�1, and are assigned
to the Raman-active Eg and A1g modes that we calculate at
143 cm�1 and 194 cm�1 at the G point, respectively (Fig. 3d).
These assignments agree with results previously recorded in
the literature45 and are supported by our polarized Raman
measurements found in the ESI,† Fig. S5. The features mea-
sured at 215 cm�1 (peak 3) and 256 cm�1 (peak 4) are very weak,
and so are not easily resolvable unless scaled as we have done
in the red curves of Fig. 3a. Both of these peaks have been seen
in previous Raman measurements of ZrSe2,45,48 but no comment
was made on the appearance of peak 3 whereas peak 4 was
suggested to originate from a two phonon state.45 Here, our ZrSe2

phonon band calculations in Fig. 3d, in which we incorporate the
long-range Coulomb interactions discussed previously due to the
presence of Zr, show LO–TO splitting of the IR-active Eu phonons
and anisotropy of the A2u phonons. These results let us assign
peak 3 to an Eu mode calculated at 218 cm�1 and peak 4 to either
an A2u(TO) mode at 243 cm�1 or an A2u(LO) mode at 255 cm�1.
The larger energy difference between the A1g, Eu, and A2u modes
for ZrSe2 suppresses mixing and explains why the A1g mode is
narrow in contrast to ZrS2.

Now that the vibrational modes of the endpoint compounds
ZrS2 and ZrSe2 have been identified, we combine polarization-
resolved Raman measurements and simulated Raman and IR
spectra to track their evolution with alloying. This analysis is
demonstrated for x = 0.6 and x = 1.51 in Fig. 4a and b,
respectively. See the Experimental and theoretical methods
section for computational details regarding our method for
simulating Raman spectra of alloys26 and the ESI,† Fig. S7, for
Raman spectra calculated across the entire compositional
range. Polarization-resolved Raman measurements of other
alloy compositions can be found in the ESI,† Fig. S5. In both
panels of Fig. 4, the ZrSe2 and ZrS2 features are labeled with the
same numbers and letters found in Fig. 3a and b and they are
accompanied by vibrational mode symmetry assignments.

Alloying has significant effect on the vibrational modes
detected in ZrS2 and ZrSe2. The Raman-active Eg and A1g

modes, represented by red triangles and black squares in
Fig. 3b, respectively, exhibit two-mode behavior. This pheno-
menon is classified by a superposition of peaks with like
symmetries from the alloy end components together in the
same spectrum that have intensities proportional to the mole
fraction of their respective parent compound.49 One-mode
behavior, on the other hand, is characterized by the continuous
shift of a single peak from the frequency of one endpoint to that
of the other with little to no change in intensity.49 Two-mode
behavior has been studied in the Raman spectra of the very
similar HfS2(1�x)Se2x

50 and SnSxSe2�x
51 systems as well as in

other TMD alloys.12,52,53 Although there remains significant
work to be done for obtaining a full understanding of the
criteria that yields two-mode behavior, it is worth emphasizing
that this property is well-known to occur in mixed crystals and
is not necessarily a sign of phase separation.49,54–56 Here, we
find that the ZrSxSe2�x alloys do not fulfill a requirement for
two-mode behavior that the mass of the substituting element
(S in this case, 32 amu) must be smaller than the reduced mass
of the compound formed by the other two elements (ZrSe2 in
this case, E29 amu).49,56 However, close inspection of the
phonon dispersion curves for ZrS2 and ZrSe2 in Fig. 3c and d
reveals that the A1g and Eg modes are separated by 124 cm�1

and 105 cm�1 at the G point, respectively, and that these bands
never overlap in frequency for finite momentum. The same
analysis was done for SnSxSe2�x

51 and suggests that no mixing
of these features should occur so that one-mode behavior is not
expected for the A1g and Eg modes.

Most of the IR modes in ZrS2 and ZrSe2 are unresolvable
with light doping (cyan squares of Fig. 3b). This may be due to a
higher signal to noise ratio in the alloys or otherwise an overlap

Table 4 ZrS2 and ZrSe2 vibrational mode frequencies and symmetry
assignments for the peaks identified in low-temperature Raman spectra
(T = 5 K). The peak labels, which are either letters or numbers, refer to
the ZrS2 and ZrSe2 Raman features in Fig. 3a. oexp are experimentally
determined frequencies, whereas ocal are DFT-calculated frequencies.
The superscript * refers to assignments made in this work, while the
superscripts a and b refer to assignments made in ref. 43 and 44

Label oexp (cm�1) ocal (cm�1) Assignment

ZrS2 (x = 2)
152 Eu(TO)

a 254 248 Eg

b 320 316 A1g

c 325 320 A2u(TO)
d 331 322 Eu(LO)
e 356 340 A2u(LO)
f 627 2A1g* or [Eu(LO) + A2u(TO)]a

g 670 2Eu(LO)*, [Eu(LO) + A2u(LO)]*,
or 2A2u(LO)a

h 699 2A2u(LO)* or 2Eu(LO)a,b

ZrSe2 (x = 0)
97 Eu(TO)

1 149 143 Eg

2 196 194 A1g

3 215 218 Eu(LO)
4 256 243 or 255 A2u(TO) or A2u(LO)
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of these features with the alloy broadened primary peaks.53 The
ZrS2 overtone modes in the 600–700 cm�1 range (upside-down
magenta triangles of Fig. 3b) persist in the S-rich alloys as x is
decreased from 2 to 1.14 and shift to lower frequencies. There
is a very weak presence of these features in the x = 1.05 sample,
but they are no longer present as x is further decreased.

An interesting observation of the ZrSxSe2�x Raman spectra is
the alloy-induced activation and enhancement of new features
(blue diamonds in Fig. 3b). We refer to these as disorder modes
and label them as Dn (n = 1, 2, 3). Peaks D1 and D2 appear at
202 cm�1 and 219 cm�1, respectively, when x is increased from
0 to 0.15. Polarization-resolved Raman measurements of the
x = 0.6 sample in the top curves of Fig. 4a confirm these
features as having A1g symmetry since they are present in the
8 configuration and not the > configuration. It is possible that
the origin of D2 may be related to alloy disorder-induced
enhancement57 of the A2u peak 3 in ZrSe2 (see Fig. 3b) since
our theoretical IR spectra in the bottom curves of Fig. 4a show a
pronounced A2u mode at E246 cm�1. However, our theoretical

Raman spectra (middle curves of Fig. 4a) predict three features
with A1g symmetry in the relevant frequency range and so we
rule out peak 3 from ZrSe2 as the origin to peak D2. Close
inspection of Fig. 3a shows that D1 and D2 increase in intensity
when x is increased above 0.15 so that D1 becomes the
dominant feature in the x = 0.3 alloy and D2 becomes the
dominant feature for 0.6 r x r 1.14. This behavior is remi-
niscent of results seen in a previous study of MoSxSe2�x alloys58

as well as in our recent work on WSe2(1�x)Te2x.59 In the context
of the MoSxSe2�x alloys, the authors observed the splitting of
the MoSe2 A1g mode as the material is doped with S atoms.58

They attribute this behavior to different configurations of S and
Se atoms around the Mo atom, which introduces a spatial
variance of force constants. This creates a dipole of the alloy
unit cell that introduces new vibrations and vibrational phase
shifts between adjacent layers that results in splitting of
the primary vibrational modes and activation of new modes.
Therefore, we assign peaks D1 and D2 to originating from
different configurations of S and Se atoms around the Zr atom.

Fig. 4 Assigning the ZrSxSe2�x Raman mode symmetries for compositions (a) x = 0.6 and (b) x = 1.51 alloys. Experimental polarization-resolved Raman
measurements (top curves) are compared to simulated polarized Raman (center curves) and IR spectra (bottom curves), which are all offset vertically for
clarity. In the experimental and theoretical polarized Raman spectra, the black curves represent measurements where the excitation laser is co-polarized
(8) with the collection polarizer, whereas the red curves represent measurements where the excitation laser is cross-polarized (>) with the collection
polarizer. The theoretical IR spectra show vibrations from A2u modes (cyan curves) and Eu modes (magenta curves) that are both normalized by the peak
of greatest intensity. Certain features are labeled with either the numbers and letters used in Fig. 3a and b or vibrational symmetries where relevant.
Experimental spectra are taken at 5 K with 532 nm excitation.
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The disorder feature D3 in Fig. 3b manifests as an asymme-
trical tail at lower frequencies to the primary A1g peak b in ZrS2

(see top curves of Fig. 4b and the ESI,† Fig. S4). Our theoretical
polarization-resolved Raman spectrum of x = 1.5 in Fig. 4b
(middle curve, black) shows an asymmetrical tail on the lower
frequency side of the primary A1g mode, and our simulated
spectra in the ESI,† Fig. S7, show that this behavior becomes
more prominent as x is further decreased from 2. As a result, we
suggest that this feature results from activation of finite
momentum phonons due to alloy disorder.60,61 Substitutional
atoms introduced into the lattice during the alloying process
act as scattering centers that break translational symmetry and
result in phonon confinement.62 This causes breakdown of the
-
q = 0 Raman selection rule, which allows for activation of finite
momentum phonons. Our assignment agrees with the ZrS2

phonon band calculations of Fig. 3c that show dispersion of the
A1g band to lower frequencies for finite momentum.

An interesting feature in the alloys that we now comment on
is peak e. As discussed previously, we assign the origin of this
feature in pure ZrS2 to an IR-active A2u(LO) mode. When ZrS2 is
doped with Se atoms, for example from x = 2 to x = 1.8, this
feature becomes more easily resolvable. Peak e then becomes
the most dominant feature as x is further decreased to 1.51
(see Fig. 3a and polarization-resolved Raman measurements in
the top black curve of Fig. 4b). We calculate the theoretical IR
spectra for an x = 1.5 sample in the bottom curves of Fig. 4b,
which show a prominent A2u mode that matches the frequency
of peak e in our Raman experiments and supports assignment
of this feature to A2u symmetry. Revisiting Fig. 3a, we find that
further incorporation of Se into the lattice so that x is decreased
below 1.51 then causes the intensity of peak e to decrease.
We suggest that the remarkable dominance of IR modes in a
Raman spectrum may be due to mixing driven by the random
distribution of Zr–S and Zr–Se bonds, which have different
ionicity. The loss of translational symmetry by the random
distribution of dopant atoms may also relax Raman selection
rules and enhance IR modes.63

3.3 Excitons

SE is performed on bulk crystals at room temperature to measure
the real (n) and imaginary (k) components of the refractive index.
TMDs are optically dense and highly birefringent. As a result,
measurements on the exposed basal plane, such as those reported
here, are sensitive to the ordinary but not the extraordinary
refractive index.64 In Fig. 5a and b, we present measurements of
n and k for samples across the ZrSxSe2�x alloy series determined
by SE, which are taken within 10 minutes of exfoliation to expose
a fresh surface and minimize the effects from oxidation. We also
account for the presence of any new oxide formation on the
exposed crystal face as we have done in ref. 64 (see Experimental
and theoretical methods section for more details on SE measure-
ments). The data here have been offset vertically for clarity (see the
ESI,† Fig. S8, for un-shifted data). Spectral peaks are easily
identifiable across the whole alloy series and are fit with Voigt
profiles as seen in the example fits in Fig. 5a and b. We extract the
energies for peaks in k from the Voigt fitting and plot them

against alloy composition in Fig. 5c. See the ESI,† Fig. S9, for the
energies extracted for peaks in n.

ZrSxSe2�x are indirect band gap semiconductors. The lowest-
energy, direct, allowed optical band gap is at the G point with
energy between 2.16 eV for ZrSe2 and 2.81 eV for ZrS2 as
calculated at the GW0 level of theory (see Experimental and
theoretical methods section), which are slightly higher than

Fig. 5 Optical constants measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) of
ZrSxSe2�x alloys at room temperature. (a) Real (n) and (b) imaginary (k)
components of the complex refractive index. The spectra in panels (a) and
(b) are shifted vertically to easily visualize the peak positions. Un-shifted
spectra can be found in the ESI,† Fig. S8. The data are best fit with Voigt
functions as shown in panels (a) and (b) for ZrSe2 (x = 0). (c) Energies of peaks
in k extracted from Voigt fitting of the data in panel (b). The grey lines are fits
to eqn (2). See the ESI,† Fig. S9, for the energies extracted from the peaks in n.
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previous GW0 calculations.65 For the electronic band structures
of ZrSe2 and ZrS2, see the ESI,† Fig. S10. The lowest energy
peak labeled XG that is observed in Fig. 5b is likely to be the
G-point exciton as suggested previously.66 Comparing this peak
position extracted from Voigt fitting (1.92 � 0.01 eV for ZrSe2

and 2.65 � 0.01 eV for ZrS2) to the calculated G-point direct
band gap, we estimate that the exciton binding energy is in the
range of E200 meV for both ZrSe2 and ZrS2. We hesitate
to report on the alloy dependence of this value since it is
highly dependent on the GW0 excited-state calculations that
are known to have sizable uncertainty. Our estimate for the
G-point exciton binding energy for ZrSe2 and ZrS2 carries the
same uncertainty as the single-particle band gap values calcu-
lated at the GW0 level of theory. The peaks labeled XL and XA in
the SE spectra of Fig. 5b may originate from direct transitions at
the L and A points, which agree with assignments made in
ref. 66 since our SE technique is sensitive only to the refractive
index with the electric field in the basal plane.

The energies of peaks XG, XL, and XA obtained by fitting
three Voigt peaks to the data corresponding to k are plotted in
Fig. 5c as a function of alloy composition, and we find that they
all blue-shift continuously with increasing S concentration
(increasing x) and display moderate bowing. Therefore, we fit
these peak energies as a function of alloy composition to a
band bowing equation of the form

EðxÞ ¼ x

2
E ZrS2ð Þ þ 1� x

2

� �
E ZrSe2ð Þ � b

x

2
1� x

2

� �
(2)

where E(x) is an excitonic transition energy associated with
alloy composition x, E(ZrS2) and E(ZrSe2) are the transition
energies of the relevant peak in either ZrS2 or ZrSe2, and b is the
band bowing parameter which is used to describe deviation
from linearity. Fits of the alloy dependence of peaks XG, XL, and
XA are plotted in Fig. 5c as grey lines from which we extract
bowing parameters 0.35 eV, 0.36 eV, and 0.22 eV, respectively.
These values are much larger than those calculated and
observed in similar chalcogen alloys such as WS2(1�x)Se2x and
MoS2(1�x)Se2x.67 Band gap bowing parameters are typically
determined by a combination of lattice mismatch as well as a
mismatch between the valence band and conduction band
offsets of the end compounds. ZrS2 and ZrSe2 have similar
in-plane lattice constants, but they have a calculated valence
band offset of E1 eV, which is much larger than the conduc-
tion band offset of E0.1 eV.68 WS2(1�x)Se2x and MoS2(1�x)Se2x,
on the other hand, have similar valence band offsets and
conduction band offsets and a similarly small bowing
parameter.67 Therefore, we attribute the bowing parameters
observed here to the large valence band offset in ZrSxSe2�x.

For NIR refractive applications, such as modulators for
integrated photonics, the benefit of strong light–matter inter-
action (i.e., large n) with below-band gap photons is offset by
absorption. Here we find that optical loss in the NIR decreases
as the band gap increases with S concentration, as expected.
For ZrS2, we find k E 0.01 well below the band gap, which is
substantially lower than we found in an earlier study of NIR
optical properties of transition metal disulfides. The lower loss

found here is likely due to higher crystal quality. Another
contributing factor may be the better control and understanding
in this study of the native oxide and its effect on SE.

4 Conclusions

We have explored the behavior of phonons and excitons in
ZrSxSe2�x by combining Raman spectroscopy and SE. Low-
temperature, polarization-resolved Raman measurements
of bulk flakes revealed intriguing changes in phonon mode
activity with alloying. DFT modeling of the phonon dispersion
curves and Raman spectra demonstrated that these observa-
tions can be explained by long-range Coulomb interactions
arising from the ionic nature of the intralayer chemical bonds.
These calculations allowed us to clarify disagreements in the
literature surrounding ZrS2 mode assignments: the primary
broad peak in the ZrS2 Raman spectrum originates from an
optical A1g phonon and two nearly degenerate IR phonons that
become Raman active due to dipolar interactions. We then
used the vibrational mode symmetry assignments obtained for
the pure compounds to track the evolution of the phonons with
alloying. The optical A1g and Eg features displayed two-mode
behavior due to their large frequency separation in the parent
compounds, and we also discovered activation of new phonons
as well as the enhancement of IR modes that are otherwise only
weakly active in ZrS2 and ZrSe2. Comparison of Raman mea-
surements for select alloys with simulated IR spectra revealed
that some compositions had spectra that were completely
dominated by IR phonons, which was attributed to the high
ionicity of the intralayer chemical bonds in these materials.
Room-temperature SE measurements revealed blue-shifting of
the direct, allowed optical transitions with increasing S content.
By combining SE data with electronic structure calculations, we
obtained a rough estimate for the G-point exciton binding
energy at room temperature of E200 meV for ZrSe2 and ZrS2.
For NIR light below the direct band gap, ZrSxSe2�x materials
featured strong light–matter interaction (n \ 2) and rather low
optical loss (k t 0.5) that decreased with increasing S content.
These optical characteristics, when combined with recent
predictions of strain-tunable properties in ZrS2,7–10 suggest
ZrSxSe2�x alloys will find applications in atomically-thin,
high-performance, and dynamically-tunable photodetectors
and photovoltaics operating across visible to IR wavelengths.
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